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Project to raise funds for quadriplegic grad
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer
On Sept. 4, 1976, in a scrimmage football game between Rumford High
School and Portland High School, a
Rumford High School senior named
Bob McPhee collapsed on the field with
a serious neck injury. Later on, he learned that he would be a quadriplegic for
the rest of his life.
Today, McPhee — now living in
Orono, with a bachelor's degree in journalism from UNIO — has a chance at
regaining about 20 percent mobility and
speech through an operation that would
cost $7,000, and faculty and students
here at UMO are planning on raising
that money for him.
The task is titled Project Courage, and
its governing committee consists of
faculty and students representing many
different organizations on campus. Its
members include William Lucy, associate
dean of student activities and organizations; Tom Hanson, McPhee's roommate
and a member of the Senior Skulls; Jerry
—Ellis, assistant director of the Onward
Program; Andrew Graff, president of the
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity; and
Jeanne Ciaunce. president of the Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority, as well
as many others.
"I think that the campaign is a great
idea," Graff said. "I think that the
campus will be willing to pitch in. I'm
glad that I'm involved."
Hanson, one of the coordinators of
the program, said Project Courage will

raise a lot of money through letters to
students and faculty asking for donations, challenges to fraternities to raise
a certain amount of money as a donanon, and a raffle being sponsored by
Delta Upsilon,
E.J. Vongher, Jr., a committee
member representing The Daily Maine
Campus and the University of Maine
Fraternity Board, said, "My fraternity
(Tau Epsilon Phi) has challenged every
other house to donate $50 to this excellent cause. In my time here, I've come
to know what type of students attend
UMO and I'm sure we'll go over the top
on this."
Timothy Ronan, fund-raising committee chairman for Delta Upsilon, said the
raffle will feature "three large, major
gifts" plus smaller gifts and gift certificates. So far, one prize has been confirmed: a weekend for two at Squaw
Mountain, covering both lodging and
skiing for two days.
Ronan said tickets will go on sale
Mon., Feb. 4 in the Memorial Union and
will be sold up until Feb. 14. Tickets will
cost SI apiece, and all of the proceeds
will go to Project Courage.
Bert Pratt, Jr., associate director of
admissions, transfer programs and a
committee member, said he had initially gathered everyone together, then was
surprised at :he way the project
developed.
"The enthusiasm is unbelievable,"
he said. "I've never seen anything like
this take off so fast before.
"All the contact that we've had with

people has been very good," said
Hanson. He said the project will receive
a lot of publicity in the days ahead.
"This is a chance to help a member
of our community go a little bit further
in life," Hanson said.
He (McPhee) helped us a lot when
he was a student here," said Graff,
"and now we're helping him in
return."
"You're going to make someone's
world by helping out," he said.
"It makes all our problems seem so

simple," Pratt said. "It's such a good
project that I can't see any problems with
it at .all."
Before his injury, McPhee was actle
in baseball and wrestling at Rumford
High School. As a wrestler, he compiled a 38-5 career record and was state
champion in his weight class during his
junior year.
A former sports editor for The Campus, he now writes a weekly sports column for the Maine Sunday Telegram.
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Bob McPhee, for whom Project Courage is attempting to raise PAM for
an operation. (Hawkins photol

Committee explores ways to keep dorms full
by Peter Gray
Staff Writer

cut here

The Residential Life Advisory Committee is considering ways to retain
students living in residence halls, including a "increased percentage cut" for
those who live on-campus for two, three
or four years, the director of York Complex said Wednesday.
Gregory Stone said the "increased
percentage cut" recommendation was

made by Carol Cutting, a student committee member,
"The cut would, for example, provide
a 3 percent rebate for those who signed
a residence hall contract after 'their.
freshman year for their sophomore
year," Stone said. "If a student signs
up for a third year, they would receive
a 6 percent rebate and for a fourth year,
they would receive a 9 percent rebate."
Stone said, "Nke have been thinking of
retention and the more attractive we

could make it for students, then maybe
they would be more interested in remaining in the residence halls."
,The committee has discussed other
recommendations which include:
— "Guaranteed rates" — four year
room and board costs that wouldn't be
raised every year.
A rebate, for this semester, for
students who sign their contracts in
March.
— A plan for designated floors in
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These chairs seem to be rebelling against learning
as the) rest on the third floor of UM(/'s Foxier Librac).

Work began on the third floor as carpet was laid down,
leading to sprawled bodies on the floor.(Valenti photo)
_

each residence hall juniors and seniors.
— "Suite" arranged rooms for
students which would include a
bathroom.
"The Residential Life Advisory: Committee makes recommendations to Ross
Moriarty (director of Residential Life)
and he is the person who approves or
denies the recommendations," Stone
said.
Stone said the committee had several
discussions about student services. The
committee discussed reducing services as
a way to . cep fixed costs down.
"For example, making students pay
extra for specific services like health club
facilities in their halls," Stone said.
"However, students didn't see that as
something they were interested in."
The committee is composed of 12
students (at least one frpm each complex), one student affairs representative,
two faculty members, one resident director and one complex director.
H. Ross Moriarty, director of Residential Life, said, "What has happened is
we've had a decrease in the number of
students entering UMO. This means our
working base is lower, but the number
of students who live on-campus is the
same as it always has been. I don't attend the Residential Life Advisory Committee meetings, so there may have been
suggestions made that I am unaware
of." Moriarty said.
Paul Pangburn, UMO coordinator of
operations, said the number of students
in residence halls fluctuates until after
March break.
"We keep a weekly count on the
(see DORMS page 2)
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Maine senator resubmits acid rain bill
by Hope Kerles
Staff Writer

Trattner.
secretary. said the bill had re:coed
Senate Ens ironmental Committee consideration in the 1982 and 1984 Congresses, but failed to win full Senate approsal both times.
Tratt net said the acid rain bill is idea.

to the one presented bs Mitchell in and start dcalmg with the problem," said.
pre,ious Congresses.
limner said the bill wasn't as close
'
"The bill requires a reduction ot ten
Senator George 'Mitch:11. D-Nlaine.
the lifst 1w0 times it was
passing
to
million tons in the annual emissions of
submitted his comprehenswe acid rain
sulfur dioxide 1111041C atmosphere in 31 presented to the legislature because
control • bill to the Legislature for the
there were lesser studies on,acid rain
. states, the Eastern halfof the U.S.
third time last week a: the 99th Congress
"That's going to result in- a sulfur- completed at those times.
"It's been an uphill battle, but we're
:dioxide emission reduction of about 44
percent within- ten years, if the hill More confident about it passing this time
there are more studies out about
because
passes,"- Trattner said.
temuinued from page Is
Mary Beth Carozza, Sen. Cohen's the effects of acid rain," Trattner said.
Mitchell said in another statement
press secretary, said the Mainen‘irriber o! •;udents who ;ease the
tors insolsed for those who do poorly. republican supported the bill, and co- that "it may be late in the game for an
presention program, but the
acid-rain
dorms.'Pangburn said.
in deciding who remains," Pangburn
sponsored it for the third time last week
The breakdown of students lising in
said.
w hen'it was presented to the Legislature. later we start, the more expensise it's going to be."
!he rcsidence halls as of Jan. 26 is, 1.444
Anton Mayer, associate registrar, said
-While I would prefer to have been
David Dixon. director for the division
freshmen. 1.081 sophomores: -41
the USlaine system won't know the total
successful in my earlier efforts to enact of technical services for the Department
6-6 seniors: 35 Undergraduate
enrollment number until Feb. 15, when
legislation,
scienthe
accumulation
of
of Ensironmental Protection's Bureau
Specials Istudenis with permission to
registration has ended.
tific knowledge over the past use years for Air Quality Control, said-the DEP
take courses. unclassified in . terms of
Ed Cutting. a UNIO off-campus stumakes me confident that we will even- was submitting its own bill for acid rain
degree program and year in schoo11480
dent senator, said he has been following
tually hese a, meaningful acid rain con- -contra
students in a two year program is 193.
- •
the trend of students mosing out 61the
trol program," Mitchell said in a
-Maine emits about 100,000 tons of
. and 89graduate students. Pangbuln said
residence halls after dtie year,
•
prepared
statement.
• -sulfur dioxide per year, which is hula
he predicts next week's number of
"The stricter rules imposed upon
Carozza said the bill called for further drop in the bucket. There are single softstudents lising in residence halls to
students in the dorms base made mkny
decrease. but couldn't predict the Mit
people .mose off-campus." Cutting study of the acid rain problem, and man- coal fired plants in the Midwest emitting
dated a reduction of sulfur dioxide more sulfur dioxide during a year than
decrease because there are 100 many facsaid.
output.
the whole state of Maine," Dixon
tors involsed.
"I know enforcing the one year dorm
"In presious years. if a freshman
contracts wasn't coo popular. but realize - "There has been a lot of talk, and a said. "If Mitchell's bill . passes, it
didn't make the grade. they ./Would be
why 1:S10 did it, to keep students from
lot of speeches about acid rain. Senator wouldn't cost Maine so much as it would
asked to lease !Sow there are more fac.
moving off-campus.".he said.
Cohen feels that it's time to take action other parts- of the country. Our bill
would lower emissions within the
state."
BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed
The major sources of sulfur dioxide
natiomside are soft coal-fired electrical
*" sr
power slams. lithe Mitchell bill was ap11b.AVT
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wide, it would mainly affect the electrical
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-.power plants in the Midwest. The largest
source of suyur dioxide in Maine is the
Lyman Statism Union no. 4 plant in Yarittnn-1
mouth. Dixon said.
INraron
Sulfur dioxide can react with metals
in the soil to form sulfuric acid which
dissolves the metals in water. Aluminum
detected in the human system has been
linked to Alzheimer's disease, Dixon
said.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
SUNDAY WORSHIP
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Senior Citizen Housing
Hillside Apartments
Bradley
Available 1st floor one bedroom apartment.
Laundryroom on premises, quiet country living,
only minutes from UMO!
For more information call: 827-7998 or 827-2333.
Equal Housing Opportunity
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rennan warns Maine Shultz says US must
'hard choices' ahead respond to Soviets
AUGUSTA (AP) — Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan declared
Thursday night in his State of the
State address that the "outlook has
never been more promising" for
Maine, but warned lawmakers that
"hard choices" lie ahead in the
aftermath of expected federal
budget cuts.
"Tbday we live in the best of
time in Maine," Brennan said in
remarks prepared for delivery
before a joint House-Senate
assembly at the State House.
"Together, we can make an even
better tomorrow."
While virtually all the legislative
initiatives Brennan cited have been
made public in recent weeks, he
disclosed a surprise plan to build
an Economic Development Center
in Augusta, to house a variety of
state agencies, as part of a nearly
$50 million borrowing package.
Other Brennan proposals include the mandatory use of
helmets on motorcycles and seat
belts in other vehicles; a nearly $3
million boost in funding for childabuse programs; and construction
of a SI million state police crime
laboratory.
In a speech that borrowed heavily from people as diverse as the late
Maine historian Robert Tristram
Coffin and a juror in a recent,
highly-publicized child-death trial,
Brennan stressed past successes as
much as his expectations for his
last two years in office.
Hailing the sustained growth of
Maine's economy, he said in 1984
alone, 23,000 jobs were created,
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retail sales surpassed the national
average, and income increased at
a rate that was among the fastest
in the nation.
"The outlook has never been
more promising. And if we act
wisely, we can make today's promise tomorrow's reality for all
Maine
people,"
said
the
governor.
Brennan emphasized that the
federal government provides more
than one-third of the state's overall
budget, or about 5.450 million a
year, and called for legislative
cooperation in responding to cuts
that are anticipated as Congress attempts to reduce the federal deficit.
"I promise I will not follow the
example of one of my
predecessors, Governor Daniel
Davis, who, 100 years ago, brought
cannons and militia to the state
capitol to protect himself from opposing points of view, Brennan
said.
Brennan asserted that Maine has
done more than any state to offset
past cutbacks in \Washington, but
said, -there is a limit."
"If drastic cuts become reality,
we must arid shall respond. But we
must also realize that Maine state
government cannot fulfill its own
role and the role of the federal
government at the same time

WASHINGTON (AP)— Secretary of
State George Shultz said Thursday that
the United States must never become so
committed to nuclear arms negotiations
tkat it is unwilling to respond to
"outrageous...behavior" by the Soviet
Union in Nicaragua or elsewhere.
"We must never let ourselves become
so wedded to improving relations with
the Soviets that we turn a blind eye to
actions that undermine the very foundation of stable relations," Shultz said
as he opened a broad review of
American foreign policy for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
From Nicaragua to the Middle East to
Eastern Europe, Shultz said the ,Soviet
Union "can be counted on upon
periodically to do something, somewhere
that is abhorrent or inimical to our
interests.
"Experience shows we cannot deter or
undo Soviet geopolitical encroachments
except by helping, one way or another,
those resisting directly on the
ground," the secretary said.
Shultz was the leadoff witness in a sixweek examination by the committee of
the direction of U.S. foreign policy under
President Reagan.
Later, the panel heard from Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger, who said
to answer the "enormous military force
possessed by the Soviet Union," the
United States must use its own power "as
a military hand within the glove of
diplomacy.
"We should be willing to use all

r

"The resources are not there,"
Brennan told lawmakers. "We
must be ready, together, to make
hard choices.

sources of national power short of direct
U.S. military force," said Weinberger,
who added. "We should never rule out
the use of force if deterrence fails. There
is a deterrent value in never saying
never."
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., the committee chairman, said a congressional
review "is long overdue" and declared his
intention to seek a public consensus on
U.S. foreign policy.
.In a sweeping, toughly-worded 37
page statement, Shultz said the United
States must be "wise and prudent in
deciding how and where to use our
power."
But he said there will never be political
solutions unless it is understood that
"aggression is resisted and diplomacy is
backed by strength."
Despite broad opposition in Congress,
Shultz said the administration would
continue to seek support for the "contra" rebels who are trying to overthrow'
the leftist Sandinista government in
Nicaragua.
- "If we abandon those seeking
- democracy, the extremists will gain and
the forces of moderation and decency
will be the victims," Shultz said. "Our
nation's vital interests and moral responsibility require us to stand by our friends
in their struggle for freedom.
"Acting directly and through
Cuba," Shultz said, "the Soviet Union
is abetting the establishment of a new
dictatorship
communist
in
Nicaragua."
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Editorial

Hold
the
mayo

Spend wisely

I

n November the voters of the state of Maine
approved a bond issue that would be a gieat
boost to the Universits of Maine system. providing SI6.5 million. UMO was slated for S'.5
million.
It was estimated that UNIO would receive SI.4
'million that was to be earmarked for computer
purchases. That figure has since been narrowed
down to SI.3'4 million.
The possibility of new monies was accompanied
by- the birth of a subcommittee and more subcommittees designed to assess the computer needs of
the UMaine campuses and make recommendations
for the future.
- Recently a bit of controsersy has come up as
lines of communication between various committees and idministrators have crossed while all have
been working to develop a plan best suited for the
university system. .
George Slarkowsky. chairman of the computer
science department, has taken on a level-headed attitude as the chairman of the Computer Task Force
Committee. He expects debate and expects tempers
to fly now and then because of the nature of the
discussions. And indeed it is in the best interest of
the students that such debate and controversy occur for if decisions were made without discussion
and debate it would be a sign that all possible
asenues were not being examined.
UMO has a great deal of money to spend in the
area of computers and care should be taken to see
tliat all decisions are made onls after much
thought and much debate.
The Computer Task Force Committee was made
up of qualified professionals under the assumption

that, as a group. they could best recommend how
the bond mones should be spent. Markowsky said
no formal recommendations base been made as yet
and said he hopes the committee will take its time
in deseloping an efficient plan rather than rush into an inefficient one. Markowsky has the right
idea. Such a large investment requires timer()
initiate.
All committee members and administrators,. wifh
their fingers in the computer pot should be encouraged to cast off the temptation to hurry
through -recommendations in order to get the new
equipment soon. They should be encouraged to exercise great care in allocating monies.
, The bond mones. if spent wisely, will result in
much needed additions to the universits system hut
if it is spent unwisely it will be devastating to
Maine's future.
The voters of Maine will be closely monitoring
the management of the bond money they approved
in November and Hill esaluate future bond issue,
on UNIaine's performance with the current one.
The recent controserss suggesting that the
Chancellor's office ignored the Computer Task
Force Committee. recommendations has done
nothing but suggest to voters that the' bond money
is already being mismanaged.
It is time for all involved to take a step back.
take a deep breath and then forge ahead again to
make sure the computer money is spent in a was
that will benefit UMO the most.
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The higheit value
"And now 1 see the face of god. and
1 raise this god over the earth, this god
whom men have sought since men came
into being, this god who will grunt them
jot andpeace and pride.
This god, this one word;
—Equality 7-2321
Human,, whether or not they are
aware of it, make choices based on
values. When faced with a decision. thes
will choose the aliernatise that represents
the highest value. To do otherwise is rationally impossible — since by definition. a salue is something that one seeks
to obtain and once having obtained it
works to keep.
One's highest value, one's ultimate
goal, is the standard by which all other
values are judged. For a rational in.
dividual. the highest salue is his own life
— for without that, no other values are
possible.
By saying that the individuals highest
value should be his own life. I do not
mean to infer that an indiv idual should
use only to insure his day to day survival.
What I mean to say to use a phrase that
has unfortunately become a cliche) is
that one should live their life to its
fullest.
To live and work only for day to day.
survival is to be no better than a wild
animal in the forest. Existing merely for
suass isal is not Ii'ing in any human sense
of the word.
Man is a being of virtually unlimited
potential, capable of amassing more
knowledge than one person could ever
hope to gain in a lifetime And there are
no limits on how much he can still learn.
To live Only from day to day is to ignore
man's potential for knowledge and
achievement.
The difference between lising from
day to day as animal and striving for
achiesement is the use of reason.
An animal lives by its own senses and
instincts only. It is only through (he
automatic operation of his senses that
an animal can survive, an animal is incapaple of reason.
Man. however, is not capable of survival in this manner. Man is not physically equipped to obtain his food as a
predator, man must produce the food he
needs. No amount of instinct will tell a
man that he must plant seeds in the soil
in order to base the harvest he needs to
life. Reason tells him this. Man's senses
cannot tell him how to how to build a
simple shelter, or a 50 story building.
Reason tells him this.
But, unlike the senses by which an
animal survives. reason is not automatic
Man is the only being that can choose
to ignore the faculty by which he survives, Man can choose to ignore the fact
that his life depends on his productive
ability, and survive as a parasite living
off the efforts of those who choose not
to ignore the requirements of their lives.
Man can choose to ignore thar his life
is maintained only by the use of reason.'
and be kept alive only by- the grace of
those who choose otherwise.
What man must choose is what is his
highest value: his own life. All other
values must be chosen against that standard in terms of whether they work for
against that value. Reason is the method
by which man lives, production is its
practical implication.
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New records
New paintings
Damaged paintings
Damaged brains

Mr. Sturty
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A senior's
view
S

itting at a desk, spitting
ponderous prophesies of puke.
I realized that I was a
graduating senior - with only four
months and Use passing grades between me and by diploma. What, I
thought. have -I accomplished? Immediately my finely tuned mind concluded that I have achieved a loci of
deselopment which will make me
more suitable to pursue my ultimate
objective: to enjoy- as much free time
as I could stand.
.I contemplated my academic career
and examined the many and varied
ways it ha, helped me deyelop significant skill, needed to attain my goal.
I reflected on the increase in my ability to perform in social situations. For
example, I can now
march confidently into
any cocktail parts
secure
in
the
knowledge that I not
only know the rules.
but am reasonably
adept at all social
games, red 'black.
chug, Mexican and
quarters. Further. I am
confident in knowing I
can hold my own in a
deep philosophical
discussion with a
member of the opposite sex. Popular
topics include the in,
and out, of sleeping
together, how to know
if the drunk groping all
mer you is after your
body or your mind, or
whether or not attending a keg or punch
party in an all male dorm or fraternity house is an orgs- or really just a
lot of friendly people getting together
for some social intercourse.
I also considered how my behay or
has matured. Now, rather than sitting
in front of the television, I read a
classic. Playboy and Penthouse are
top choices. If I get tired of reading
I may go see a mos ie. "Debbie Does
Dallas" is a classic no one should
miss. If I'm in the mood for
something different I may attend the
theatre. The Golden Banana is said to
have some very interesting live shows
(triple X means a top rating —
right?).
My nutrition has also taken a new
track. I no longer sit and binge on
trash such as ice cream and soda or
cafeteria food, for that matter. For the
last four years I've been on a diet that
is well established at many univer.
Mies. lt,consisis primarils of mains.
Some, in their natural state (pganut,
and cashew's). some in a Modified

slate (popcorn "and pretzels), others in
solution (beer and mixed drinks).
I've developed some important
.
skills: social confidence, art appreciation and a changed diet. On top of
all the hard work I put in in improsing ms-self in the was-s mentioned. I've
also had classes. Without a doubt
these hase been the most valuable. I
have put in countless hours thinking
up excuses for why I didn't finish all
9(X) pages of Dickenaheak House. or
why I just couldn't get through the
professor's own book titled, Modern
Menial .4 buse in College Students —
it's a "how to book" if you ever care
to read it,
l'se become a master at creating illnesses to explain why I couldn't make
it to class for half the
semester. One of my
favorites is English
Leatheruis. This works
by explaining to your
professor you were out
of English Leather,
waiting for a warm
pitch black night to get
some more. After all,
everyone knows you
should wear English
Leather or nothing at
all. and the public
decency laws have
something to say about
the latter possibility.
Another way classes
helped me is through
time management. If
you just can't get out
of a class, you have one .
hour in the middle of
the day to sleep. Then
you can spend an hour
during your regular sleepthours pursuing another actisity.
This brings up the issue of sleep.
I hase college to thank for virtually
remoying that need from my body.
My personal philosophy is that if
you're going to get less than eight
hours sleep, then it's not enough for
your body so you'll be tired anyways.
So. why go to sleep at all? This has
really caught on with college students
all oser the country-.
I've about run out of cerebral somit to spit on to this page so
just say''
the adYantages of a higher education
definitely outweigh the possible
benefits of becoming a mechanic
straight out of high school and making 552 an hour. What could anyone
without a college education possibls •
do with all that money? I suggest y
go to college to find out what you
should do with it. Besicks this prac-.rival-benefit of going to college, just
look what it has done for me.

The advantages of a
higher education definitely
outweigh the
possible
benefits of
becoming a
mechanic
straight out of
high school
and making
$32 an hour
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rrtaabie ideas There
rtC one way to ,,-)re'
prat them' that iS fell for you
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Are You Ready For A Break?
Take a night off and spend it on the water.
The Budget Motor Inn has a special '

for III students
1
g

$25.00

on our deluxe waterbed rooms

(A $40.00 value)
IWe also offer free coffee and doughnuts, free local calls,
color cable TV, freeice and friendly service.
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"What the hell am I supposed to do now?"
Steve Chuck brushed drying sand off of his saltencrusted pants and pulled stiffening strands of blackgreen seaweed out of his hair. He looked at the shore he
was on. He looked at the sand again. No, it was too fine
for sand and not the right color. This stuff was a
nondescript pinkish tan and was really composed of
zillions of shells broken and crushed by endless waves.
"But where are the waves now?"
asked a perplexed Steve Chuck, who
was still crawling in the shell-sand. "If
the waves did this to the shells they.
had to be big ones and I don't see
any." But that was because Steve
Chuck was an impatient dork washed up on an isolated spit of sand in
the Everglades and had nothing with
him too survive with except for a pair
of tight cut-off jeans he used for picking up girls in Miami.
If Steve had thought for a millise. cond before coming up with that incredibly stupid soliloquy. about not
seeing any waves and questioning
their existence, he would have realized that it was the waves which sent
him to this desolate waste that crushed the shells on which he was -moping. But it was not - within his
character to think before he made
stupid statements, nay, the crux of his
stupidity. was that like anyone hear.ing him. Steve knew what he said only after his ears told him of it.
Steve had been tarpon fishing in a
15 foot canoe in two foot seas of 70
degree water at three in the afternoon
and it was the 90 degree sun that gave
him the firs( degree burn on his
shoulders and another 60 percent of
his body. Undaunted by these handicaps. Sieve still managed to fall
asleep and drift with the tide until he
was nearly ten miles off shore.
"God, I wonder where the shore
is?" Steve asked after he had drifted
five miles.
"Maybe I should light a joint to
celebrate being one with the ocean or
something!'
Steve grovelled into his pockets for
his dusty bag of Florida homegrown.
he rolled a joint and scraped every last
speck of marijuana into the stick. He
took out a crumpled book of matches
and noticing there were only two left,
carefully crouched low in the canoe
to light up the doobie. After puffing
two or three times strongly to stoke
the hooter, Steve stretched out of his
crouch and started looking for the
shore again.
After Steve started smoking, he
had, of course, no sense of time and
he stopped paddling for over an hour
before he got the ambition to start
again. Since he couldn't see any shore,
Steve tried to paddle by the sun,
which didn't help because he didn't
know which way to go in the first
place. Through the daytime haze of
smoking that humongous joint, direction was not as important as watching
the scudding thunderclouds building
up over the horizon. In Steve's state

of mind, nothing was really important and all of the details of Steve's
situation swiftly drifted in a different
direction than he did. The tarpon
weren't biting and with Steve's fishing
lure poking along through the water
completely entangled in seaweed,
there was little chance of a leaping
fish breaking Steve's reverie.
At seven miles, the late afternoon
thunderstorm Steve had seen out in
the Gulf was emptying itself on to a
piece of ocean that carried a small
sliver of dull silver bobbing along its
surface. The pinging sound of rain on
the aluminum canoe stirred Steve out
of his sleep. With his sunburned skin
resting liking a slab of meat on the
wet metal, he opened hi, eyes and
watched the soggy thunderclouds
blow over. The heavy raindrops stung
when they hit his chest, but quickly
cooled his skin and soothed it in a
thin film of wetness.
From his thwarted vantage point on
the floor of the canoe. Steve couldn't
see the waves welling around him losing their peaks to the strengthening
breeze. The sun burned through the
thinning haze and Steve fell back
mumbling to himself that he couldn,:t
see any waves. The canoe slow.15r
drifted through the night and by morning rested on the high tide line of a
tiny spit of sand and debris surrounded by miles of open and deserted
ocean.
The small spit of sana was like a
street corner in the ocean. In the midst
of the endless movement of the sea,
this island eventually became the temporary rest stop for at least one of
everything that fell in the ocean. Now
the ocean's a pretty big fucking place,
world-wise. People being people drop
a lot of stuff into it, intentionally or
not.
With the ocean being as big as it
is. you can expect this stuff gets
shuffled around a bit. A tree is torn
out of the ground and washes out
with the flood tide Its seeds go
everywhere and some land back on
shore. Pushed by a moon tide, a seed
rests in a pile of storm driven debris
on a tiny sand spit. It starts to grow
and its roots dig into sand, rocks and
rooted sheaths of rope. It gets bigger
and like a magnet, attracts the
aimlessly drifting sticks and logs,
plastic and styrofoam. Skeletons and
carcasses of birds, fish, and people
catch hold of the tree. The tree
becomes a resting place for everything
that drifts. The waves and currents
push and pull at it for as many nights
as it takeg"to rip it all out and scatter

everything all over again. The tree
becomes a weathered splinter of itself;
pushed and pulled a trillion more
times, breaking, eroding, getting
soggy and finally sinking in a coat of
mud and silt.
"Jesus Christ, all the wood on this
place is waterlogged and covered with
silt!" Steve cursed his luck and quickly rationalized that he didn't need a
fire. Anyways, his match was wet.
After being nudged against the shore
of his island, he paced off its dimensions. "About 30 steps the long way
and 12 the short way, I figure. Now
if my leg is three fee( long then my
steps should be about that , too."
In this case Steve was pretty close.
Being six feet tall and having read
somewhere that your pace is about
the same as the length of your leg,
Steve figured the island to be about
90' x 35' depending on the tide. On
this 3,000 square foot blob of sand
were the following items: 29 dead tree
limbs (mostly mangroves and palms),
one live palm tree, some dried tufts
of grass, a bleached potato chip bag
with three very soggy and salty chip
remnants, a canoe paddle, 12 feet of
rope, some rubbery fish bones and a
big tangled mess of fishing line with
a snap swivel but no hook. And that
was it.
drinking saltwater

Now you dearest reader might
chuckle a bit at Steve's problems.
Because of what you know about
Steve and how he gets in his own way
without even knowing it, you . really
can't appreciate the gravity of his
situation. You may be thinking of a
couple things: a) he'll die of staarvation. This is a good possibility but
would that be a good story? Probably.
not. anu because you're expecting
something halfway decent, you know
that's not how it's going to end. But
what else? Maybe Steve will suddenly realize he doesn't have any more
dope to get him through the day and
in the midst of drinking saltwater and
going through pot withdrawal he'll
realize how valuable life is, get his shit
together and figure a way out with the
materials he's been left with. Sounds
like a righteous TV-movie script or
afternoon special.
global village

Maybe he'll find this is all a dream
and he'll wake up in his canoe washed up on Miami Beach with a
dynamite tan. Yeeeeah! Hey! That's
a good one. I bet Rolling Stone would
buy that. I think I'll send it to 'em
right now.They like stuff about the
lighter side of drug use to use as a
filler in between their cover stories of
• the systematic way hard drugs and life
in the fast lane I with a tinge of a CIA
conspiracy.)killed some big rock star
in his prime and how the world lost
a consummate entertainer and a genuinely touching member of the global
village.

What happened after all this, my
most dearest reader, was the character
I invented named Steve Chuck never
did any of these things because I died
five years ago and never finished the
story and what you're reading now is
part of a daydream Steve had in
which he wondered if he was merely
a character in some dead author's unfinished story. Steve had been seriously toying with this concept ever since
he realized he could have an hour
long dream in which many days passed within the dream, while in 'real life'
only an hour had gone by. Thinking
this through. Steve theorized this 'real
life' that he used as a measuring stick
could, like his hour long dream, be a
small blip of time inside a larger life.
Steve said to himself;"Just as a
dream seems painfully real until you
waive up. I won't be able to tell if my
'real life' is or isn't a dream until I
die."
clogged with blood

After three days in the island
without fresh water, thoughts like
these completely occupied Steve's parched and dessicated imagination. The
tropical sun sucked what moisture he
had retained out of his pores and left
a white crust of sal( on his burned
and blistering skin. He went into convulsions late in his third night alone
and woke up coughing and choking
on his own blood. Steve dreamed of
a writer alone at -night trying to
describe how someone would die of
dehydration. The writer thought it
would be slow and painful and put it
down that way. Steve's windpipe
clogged with blood and phlegm and
the bronchial tubes drowned in sticky
fluid. The writer let Steve's lungs collapse and fell asleep at his desk. Steve
woke up out of the reclining chair
with a salty crust locking his eyelids
shut. He heard the quiet hum of his
clock radio. He drowsed in and out
of consciousness. The radio turned
itself on after a few minutes while
Steve was downstairs in the kitchen,
drinking orange juice out of the
carton.
dead author's

"The top story this morning is a
tragic two alarm apartment fire that
has just been brought under control.
Fire officials say all but one of the 12
residents escaped the smoky blaze.
The victim, tentatively identified as
Charles Stevens, 21, apparently died
in his sleep. A writer for Rolling Stone
magazine, Stevens is believed to have
cause the blaze. Fire officials say a
burning marijuana cigarette ignited a
manuscript Stevens had been working
on when he fell asleep. We'll have
more details after this."
Steve came back upstairs in a rush.
"Almost forgot my plane ticket," he
said to himself as he grabbed his
fishing gear and went outside, turning away from the wind to light his
last cigarette.
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The annual
faculty art
show at
Carnegie
Hall
James Lineh
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Antarctica (1985) Plexiglas & Aluminum
Deborah De Moulpied

Together Again
verbatim
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Susan Groce
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Land Formations No. 3(1985) Mixed Media-Drawing Painting

Ph ou

ival
art
at
gie
Hall
r

)rawing Painting

James Linehan

Southern Exposure (1984) Oil/Acrylic on Canvas

This is not meant to be a representational view of the works
on exhibit. The works in this preview were chosen on the
basis of their reproducibility in black and white. It is hoped
this will encourage you to walk the minuscule distance to
Carnegie and see the entire exhibit, in color and for real.

verbatim thanks the artists for
allowing us to photograph
their works.

Photos by Debbie Valenti

Detail of Southern Exposure with self portrait (upper right)
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A mistreated academic
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o those passing beneath the row of
flag holders en route to the microfilm
section of the library, the painting of a
clarinet playing child hanging above does not command more than a passing, perhaps partially interested glance. How-ever, unlike the majority of
works in the university's collection, this is a painting of significant value. Sadly,
for all its arthistorical significance, and especially in light of its
prominent standing among art objects at UMO,this
painting is badly in need of restoration. Noticable
ripples can be seen running diagonally from each
of its four corners to the center of the canvas. These
four noticables not only deal a harsh blow to the
painting's aesthetic appeal, but deliver a clear
message that serious restoration work must be
undertaken,
Ironically, the presence of these folds is due to
the last restoration which the painting underwent
in the mid 1960s. To case the tension on the original
painted canvas, a second canvas was affixed to the
back, and the two together were unevenly rest retched. back onto the original frame,creating the ripples seen today.
The painting, titled }bung Musician, is attributed
to Adolphe William Bouguereau 11825-1905k a leading artist of the —Academic" school in-19thcentury France. It is helpful to put him in a more
familiar context. When Monet. Renoir, Pissaro, and
the other Impressionists were being ridiculed and
ostracized by the powerful Academy and the art
viewing public for their supposed revolutionary and

plainly unacceptable approach to painting,
Bouguereau was achieving international acclaim for
his clean and technically rendered images.
Bouguereau may be viewed on the opposite end
of the artistic spectrum from the Impressionists
because unlike them, he was a conformist'. Instead
of challenging established art doctrine, horrifying
the public as the ImpresSionists did, Bouguereau
concocted his images to thrill the public, soaking
his audience with overt themes of exotic sexuality,
morose sentimentality, and innocuous moral
messages. The face, the slightly lilted head, and the
passive posture of our young musician, displays
tender and delicate innocence in heaping amounts,
making a joke out of the forwardly realistic manner in which the painting's subject is rendered.
However, this painfully obvious theme is
testimony only to Bouguereau's keen eye for the
tastes of the European and American art purchasing public; a public mostly new to the art scene and
therefore able to digest only the simplest of artistic
ideas. This proper reading of the market yielded
Bouguereau a nice sale on practically every painting
he completed, and later a place in the great art
museums of the western world.
Adolphe William Bouguereau stands firmly as an
important figure in the arr-histOrical matrix. making UMO's oil-portrait a valuable possession.
The cry for restoration sent forth from the painting. it seems, has been heard by Diana Hulick, the
UMO art curator who is-responsible for the maintainance of the university's collection. Hulick said

poor condition is similar to many valuable works
in the collection (For security reasons, the curator
has asked that the actual value of the painting not
be disclosed). Furthermore, because the collection
does not presently possess the funds to undertake
the restoration, a grant proposal will have to be written. While such a proposal is on the collection's
agenda. Hulick said the application process has not
started yet.
' One other issue is the condition of the frame,
naturally only a complementary object next to the
painting, but nonetheless an integral part of the
painting's overall presence.
The frame looks as if someone had a field day
with a bottle of paint remover, although because of
the interesting texture of the ruin, one could easily
suggest an alternative description. On this note,
Hulick mentioned, the restoration must follow the
guidelines set forth by the results of research which
will determine what the frame should actually look
like. This research has also yet to be initiated. It is
important that the university acknowledge the visual
importance of its few major works of art it seems
that a common saying around here is that UMO has
so much to offer. -but is recogniied comparatively
little. Perhaps if more pride were taken in those few
'objects and-traditions which are truly valued, greater
outside recognition would be forthcoming.
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Maine Campus
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Photo Department
...is accepting applications for darkroom technicians.
Openings on Tuesday and Thursday.
Experience is required
Contact Torn Hawkins 58f-1269, leave message.
;
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Tell someone special how
much you love them with
roses from
RI

A

Dos

Clark

Please be advised that our deadline for receiving
advertising is 2 p.m..two days prior to publication.
Publication of late materials cannot be guaranteed.

•

1:
•

Univo

•I

To avoid loss or confusion, please leave ad
copy/materials with an advertising manager, in the
advertising office. We are not responsible for copy
;eft on the floor, tacked up on the door, etc

•

Thank you for your cooperation in helping us
serve you bettert

Lot
";i4
•
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the vinyl solution
Danny Elfman
So Lo
(MC.k Records)
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The Reducers
Let's Go
(Rave on Records)

Image and rock music have always led a symbiotic
life. Rock did not allow Bill Haley and the Comets
to become real stars because H
broke too man
image rules: he was
much older than his
audience, was balding,
enjoyed home cooking
too much, and had
that vague-, out-offocus gaze that the
man who sold plastic
kitchen things had.
Elvis Presley, on the
other hand, had
retained (until his Army stint) t e right age, air,
- build, and demonic or childlike gaze that captured
the voodoo feel of rock. But in either case, the
w-as the obsession with youth, speed, and the
big city where they were exalted.
Danny Elfman's first solo effort (aptly named So
Lo)away from Oingo Boingo, the band that he led
from Australia to the top of the college radio charts,
is rife with images of and allusions to The City.
"Cool City" paints, with a private eye's deadpan, the story of a young man who comes to the
big city and discovers style. A dark synthesizer
bassline gives the proper cinema write throughout
and ends as Elfman finishes with a suitably drawnout, lounge singer's "c000l ... city " Farfisa
organ flourish.

"Go Away" employs catchy dance rhythms,
drums and hypnotic piano wanderings to set up a
first-person point of view concerning the isolation
of living in a city. A bridge of dreaming of another
time and place where perhaps a relationship could
grow flows into the choral again, which insists that
the best thing to say is to "go away" because it is
the least painful. Chalk one up for the big city.
"Sucker for Mystery" displays the almost morbid fascination people have with the unknown of
the city. The eeriness of modern life is shown in images of stairs that lead nowhere, waiting strangers,
and a woman's voice on the telephone saying
"hello" followed by a very empty silence. Chanting vocals of how terrible living around this place
is fills out the choruses, which always return to the
lead singer insisting that he doesn't want to say
goodbye to all of this.
"It Only Makes Me Laugh" shows the dispassionate attitude toward love formed in the big city.
A heady ska-ish romp dresses up failing at a relationship as the norm with the woman becoming a
monster and their friends becoming strangers. Island
horns abound as the singer claims that breakups do
not really burn or sting. "The Last Time" fills
the bill more than adequately as the album's only
ballad and could receive lower A.M. play. Also listen
for: "Gratitude" and "Tough As Nails."

As mentioned before in this column, image can
come from within and make a book (or artist)
readable from its/her/his cover.
The Reducers' debut album features a back cover
photograph of the group lounging around a giant
white 50s Lincoln, which is parked downtown across
the street from a neon sign that blares proudly "HYGIENIC RESTAURANT."
One immediately thinks of a real band. The kind
that know-s and is proud of the frisky blues of true
rock and roll. "Let's Go" somehow puts a fresh
layer of aural paint to the classic idea that anywhere
has got to be better than here, and enumerates a list
of better places that features Florida, New York,
TOLIS, Munich, Paris, Bermuda and Jamaica no less.
The throbbing bass and guitar lines lend a convincing rock and roll sparkle to this effort.
"Fashion of the Times" kicks with rhythmic,
ringing guitars and brief lead licks in the style of
Tom Petty and deplores having to spend so much
on the latest clother (150 pairs of pants). Fun ad libs
like "Hey, how much did you have to pay for those
shoes?" and "did you see that guy's jacket?"
ricochet around the choruses.
Another standout of this album has to be the
hauntingly accurate imitation of a young John Lennon singing the classic "Hippy Hippy Shake".
Well worth the vinyl.
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Make Buy-Rite your last pit stop
before you hit the slopes
Piels
All Summit Wines
6 3 oz cans

3 for

51"

plus 15% tax and eannces
igggir

6 - 12 oz. bottles

$1.880

plus tax

plus tax & dep.
• while supplies last

Dos Equis XX Beer

Busch

1 - 12 oz bottle

bar bottles

$1.00

$9.50

plus tax & der)

plus tax & dep.

Your Springftst Holiday In Miami Includes:
.7

nights lodging arts. lost crass Monte
Carlo, Eden Roc or Holiday Inn Surtside
Notre., Tourist class lodging at the
Crown end Atlantic Tower Hotels. Budget
Sian lodging at the Penguin. Arlington,
and Scnefsign hotels

• Round,p Jet Iiig51 from
Y fAdd $40
from Boston, Chicago. Detroit and
Cieveland
• Toes and gratuftee Prepaid before
arrival

• Seringfeet ectiTftlee including — Concerts
by aanonafly known music groups and
COM•413 on the Mach Wet T..Sturt,
Beef Chugging. Us Miami Beach and Mr
Legs C01119$11 Sports competition —
Volley Ball. Tug of War Pooled.
promotions March? April 5 only)
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11•41N94.
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•$50 Holiday Supplement
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341
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University Of Maine
Mugs

Pabst Blue Ribbon

Buy one and well
fill it FREE!!•

$2.89

6

12 oz cans

FiG
an,

assail iowoan

501 Madison Arenue New Tor. NY

plus tax & dep

• wan soda of your choice

specials good all week
Locations at 761 Stillwater Ave.. Old Town
99 Park St.. Orono
Open till 1 a.m. - 7 days a week
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Response
when writing

Anthropology speakers

The Wain. Campus welcomes letters to the Mtor and
commentaries Letters should be 100 words or less,
Oommentartes should be Haut 450 words Anony•
How letters or commentates and open letters
He welcome, but names will be anthheld front
publication only S under special orcumstances The Mane Commas reserves the
nght to edit letters and commentates
Its length, taste and libel

To the editor:

Bananas is tradition

Our speakers for this
semester will be:
The Anthropology Depart--ment is reintroducing their February 13th: Alaric Faulkner,
presentations of "Seminars in "Archaeology on the Acadian
Anthropology". Periodically, Frontier: Fort Pentagoet
speakers from the Department 1635-1674".
will present talks on their latest
work for the benefit of the March 6th: Victor Konrad,
University community. From "The Iroquois Return to their
Retreat
or
time to time, we shall also bring Homeland:
in o.
-campus speakers.
Adjustment?".

April 3rd: Robson Bonnidisen,
"Dating Early Man".
All times and daces are 3:00
p.m. in the Anthropology
Museum.
Paul Roscoe
Assistant Professor of
Anthropology

To the editor:

proposal. A mascot — a traditional, time-honored one such
as Bananas — exists for the
Maybe we should consider
purposes of school spirit and
the idea put forth by John
public relations, and not to inSaunders and backed by Rob
timidate the opposing teams or
Trippe in their respective letters
Maine
incite
riots. It is Bananas' duty
31
in
The
on Jan. 30 and
to get the crowds cheering for
Campus. After all, how are we
our team, not jeering at the
going to intimidate our opother team. We want our fans
ponents on the sports fields and
involved in each and every
hockey rink if we can't terrorize
game, showing everyone that we
them from the sidelines with a
are both stylish and graceful,
fierce-looking mascot? Forget
and that we have good, clean
school spirit, fair play, grace.
-style-and„-of cru,,,, tradition! _school_ spirit. Never should
anything be said about a mascot
Let's get a mascot that can
being rowdy, fierce or tough.
stand up at a game and instill
We'll leave that to the teams
fear in the hearts of all those
themselves.
who look upon it!
Granted, Bananas is in sad
- And if that isn't enough, well,
shape and needs a suit that
we could have our new mascot
won't fall apart, but I think
terrorize little kids, cause little
we're doing the right thing in
old ladies to faint dead away in
keeping him just the way he is.
their scats — and perhaps even
We don't need a mascot lookmaul 4,spectator or opposing
ing "bad to the hone."
tearn member during intermisRemember: Bananas is a symsions. Heck, what we need is
bol of school spirit — not
not a mascot, but an honest-torowdiness or school
school
we
could
god terrorist! Then
intimidation.
really teach those opposing
teams a lesson!
Sincerely,
In all seriousness, though. I
Eric P. Wicklund
think John and Rob are going
Membership Vice President
just a bit overboard with their
Alpha Phi Omega

Is there a campus issue you'd
like to see in an editorial? Call or
write Ed Carroll, Suite 7A Lord
Hall, 581-1268'

Cominentary

Ken Brack

On limitations and reporting
Glvder

I

?w 3y
Society

nsAtlantic

The Urge

hey say there is a fine line between being
assertive and aggressise, between acting with
commitment and acting with zeal. A line
between 'objectively' gathering and analyzing information and subjectively treating data to a previously
established criteria. As someone who aspires to write
as a journalist and in other capacities, crossing this
line poses both vivid and murky questions and
implications.
An example will help to clarify this. A week ago,
while covering a panel discussion for the Maine
Campus, I sat next to a friend whom I have not
made contact with in a while. She is a member of
a group on campus which I have been actively involved with in the past- and feel a solidarity with
today- though given other commitments, I have not
been actively involved with them.
After each member of the panel spoke, the
moderator opened the floor to a lively, questioning
audience We sat on the far left side of the audience,
in the front row, she to the inside of my seat,both
taking notes and anxious to raise questions. The
moderator recognized people on the other side of
the room first. Critical questions flowed; panelists
were challenged to expand their views, and two in
particular were asked to specificly address the topic
•

T

at hand: civil disobedience
A debate heated up, dialogue sharply exchanging
from differing points of view. Unanswered questions
dangled on my breath, rushing like the torrents of
my pen. With hands stretched forward, leaning
towards the moderator, both of us tried to get his
attention. I called his name a few times.
The debate grew as members of the audience
pushed critical questions, particularly at certain
panel members. An alliance of opinion and emotion was cresting, yet my question had not been
answered. The moderator seemed to notice us. As
he looked towards our end of the front row. I leaned and wriggled my arm beside and then into my
friend's face. It must have been like Bobby Jones
trying to deny Maxwell the ball at a low post.
There I was, leaning all over her. The moderator
recognized her and she asked the same question I
had in mind. I could barely look at her for a while
and felt absolutely obnoxious. In my quest to ask
that question. I had nearly slobbered all over her.
I could have been called for the foul.
The follow-up questions to her prod answered
others which had been drooling from my lips. I
focused on listcning and accurately recording the remaining dialogue. When the discussion ended, she

stood up and was gone. I realized the active audience
had made my job easier for this assignment, an ex'ception: they posed the decisive, subluantial questions to the panelists.
Somewhere I had crossed the line into zeal.
Reflecting on it, I wonder how often niporters and
writers pursue stories, questions and points of view
with self-gratifying ambitions and subtle, yet pers asive assumptions. Probably most of the time. We
realize that objectivity is a myth, yet we try to curb
abuses of relying mainly on our own limited experiences and satisfaction for answers.
A crucial point made at this panel discussion was
that specific acts of civil disobedience should not
trivialize the issues or convictions which motivate
individuals to act in the first place.
Likewise, if the pursuit of a story- begins to overwhelm or project its own importance over the story
itself, something is wrong. As I read and try to look
around at issues such as U.S. overt corporate and
military support for the racist South African government, continued escalation of wars in Central
'America, and the heinous "strategic defensive initiative". I am reminded of my small, growing voice
ai.d awareness. There is a need to seek out other,
actively-engaged voices.

•
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Bessey's Box

In Jerry Tourigns
Staff Writer

up to fifth (in the league standings). •
The Wildcats are tied with Lowell for
the fifth spot with 16 points each (two
The Maine hockey team will try to get „ points for one
wink and the Black Bears
back in the win column this weekend
are trailing both by six points. "They're
when the University of New Hampshire
having defensive problems," Walsh
Wildcats invade Alfond Arena Saturday
said of the UNH team which has allownight at 7:30 and Sunday at 4 p.m.
ed 28 goals in the last three games."New
The Bears have lost their last two
Hampshire has the type of team that you
games, both at the hands of Hockey East
have to play well defensively against."
opponents — 4-2 to Northeastern In Maine's second game of the season
University Wednesday night, and 9-3,
on Oct. 16 in Durham, NH, the Bears
.--Sundavrat Boston College.
dropped a 4-2 decision to the Huskies
The Wildcats are on a skid of their
but were later awarded the victory by
own having lost four straight games.
forfeit when junior defenseman Kirk
Before this slide. UNH had been on a
Lussier was discovered to be taking ontear, winning 10 of 12, including eight of
ly six credit hours — six short of the 12
- 10 in Hockey East games.
•
minimum.
_
Maine enters the game with a 9-20-1
Walsh said he will start sophomore
overall record, 5-19 in Hockey East.'while
goalie Jean Lacoste in Saturday's game.
UNH posts a 11-22-0 season mark and
Lacoste's last start was on Jan. 4 at
are 8-18 in league play. - Denver. The 5-foot-7 goaltender has a
Bear coach Shawn Walsh said- he was
5.38 goals against average with a 84.5
pleased with his team's performance in - save percentage. Lacoste said he was
the Northeastern game but the team just
looking forward to the game.
didn't finish off its plays. He said he is
"Playing is the key word to con- _
looking forward to the weekend's games. fidence Lacoste said. "Game situations
"These are real important games,"
is what you need. I know what I can do
said the first year coach refering to the
and what my abilities are.
vssa UNklgames and next weekend's owo
"If I-play the way I'm capable of and
game home series against the Universithe team plays well well be in a good
ty of Lowell. "We could possibly move
boat.''

Discount Beverages, Inc.
7 Oak Street - Downtown Orono - 866-7711
ALL Molson
$3.85
6 - 12 oz. bottles

Budweiser
12

12 oz. bottles

Reingold
12 - 12 oz. cans

Pabst
6

16 oz. cans

ALL
Jaques Bonet Champagne
750 ml

plus lax & dep

$5.69
plus tax & dep.

$3.99
plus tax & dep.

$2.79
plus tax & dep.

$2.89
plus tax

We now have over 300 movie
titles in stock to rent
Special - Sun. - Thurs. VCR & 2 movies '10"

By Don Bessey
Staff Writer

In women's hoop this
weekend. Maine has a two-game
homestand. On Saturday,
Maine will defeat New
Brunswick 75-r-59. Sunday will
be a different story, as I see
Maine losing a tough one to
Northeastern, 63-69. After an
impressive win over USM on
Wednesday, Maine appears to
have things together again. The
inside play of Emily Ellis and
Liz Coffin will provide plenty
of power to roll over New
Brunswick. Against Northeastern, Maine will attempt to
avenge an earlier loss, and
although it will be close, Maine
will come up short. This pick
may surprise some fans, but
remember, Maine has yet to
prow they can win a close one.
Now that you've read my
picks, you may ask yourself,
"Why listen to Bessey?" 1 was
3-1 last week, which brings my
season record to 11-3 (79 percent). So remember, the smart
money bets with Bessey.

For all you sports fans at
UMO, here are some sure fire
ways to make some bucks on
this weekend's games. Take it
from me "The Supreme Predictor."
In hockey this weekend,
Maine should split its series
with New Hampshire. I predict
the Bears to win on Saturday by
a score of 5-4, and lose on Sunday 6-3. Maine has been playing well recently, but for the
team to salvage even one game
it must receive consistent play in
goal from Jean Lacoste.
In Saturday's mens basketball
game at The Pit, I see Niagara
beating Maine 69-63. Although
the Bears upset George Mason
last week. I'm not convinced
they can keep their turnovers
down for two straight games.
Also, Maine does not rebound
well enough to beat a solid
Niagara team.

FOCUS
THIRD
FOCUS
WORLD
FOCUS
FORUM
"The Global Population Explosion"
FOCUS where: N.
Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union
when: 12:15 p.m., Monday, February 4
FOCUS
1 1-10 —

10_I

10r

f

Ticket:
CafetE

05

The U.M.O. Investment Club
Great opportunity to learn more about the
nvestment field
Open to all students and faculty Business
background is not a
prerequisite, only a desire to learn is needed
Orientation meeting to be held Monday,
Feb. 4, 6:00 p.m.
in 1912 room, Memorial Union.

ii
i All prc
Sp

• Involves dealing with the NYSE Sponsored by
a nationally
recognized investment corporation
IU,

I

.•
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MASON HILL HOT TUBS
778 State Street, Bangor
28 Mill street
Orono Ma -=
866 551E
The res;,,arar.1
Ire
greenhouse on the front-

(at the corsair of Hogan Road)
rent a spacious spa in a private
room complete
with the music of your choice.

$2.50 OFF with th is ad. One discount
per group on hourly rentals.
expires 2/28,85

2 people 1 hour $15$5 each additional person

Michelob
6

945-5466

2 people 1/2 hour $9$3 each additional person

reservations reccommended
• nxcect 6 Dm. to closing visa'

12 oi 501

Genesee
ban Donles

Miller Kir
Cigarette
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ihe wrestling team raised its record
to II-I Wednesday night with a 43-3 win
Maine
at
Maritime Academy.
Coach Nick Nicolich was looking
ahead to matches this weekend, however,
and he said he was glad there were no
injuries at MMA.
Friday at 7:00 p.m. the ninth-ranked
Black Bears(in New England)challenge
No. 5 ranked (in NE) Norwich University in the Memorial Gymnasium.
Niclich's squad even takes on a higher
ranked New England power Saturday.
UMO travels to Bowdain College to face
the Polar Bears and No. 3 Worcester
PoIyiechnical Institute. I9icolich said
beginning with these two matches the
rest of the season will be tough for the
Black Bears.
"We get serious from here on In,"
he said. "We're going to have our hands
full Friday and Saturday."
Nicolich said he is concerned about
his team competing in so many matches
in a week.
"I hope it doesn't take its toll," he
said, "But they're looking forward to the
matches. It's their turn to show their
stuff. The guys are so confident now!'
Nicolich will look to some of his top
wrestlers to lead the Bears. Leading that
group are Ralph McArthur at
I42-pounds (8 wins. 0 losses), the state
meet's outstanding wrestler last
weekend, Brett Seamans (10-2) and cocaptain Mike Curry (6-1) at 158. Jim

Durtee 110-0) and (. an I ullenberg 19-11
at 167, and co-captain Tim Hagelin (9-31
at 177.
The women's swim team travels to the
University of New Hampshire Friday for
a 4 p.m. meet against. the Wildcats.
Coach Jeff Wren said UNH matches
up well with the Black Bears and because
of that the outcome may not be decided
until the final event.
"They have just enough. I think it's
very possible the meet might come down
to the final event (the 400-yard freestyle
relay)," Wren said. "I think we have
an edge there:'
Wren said the Black Bears have more
depth in the freestyle. He said UNH's
strong events will -be the butterfly.
breaststroke and freestyle. Wren said
these three and the diving competition
will be the critical events of the meet.
"In all cases where they have the better time we have the next two," Wren
said. "Beyond those three events (butterfly, freestyle and breaststroke) I don't
think they have anybody that can hurt
as with a first place.
"We have a better all-around team,
but in this situation there's a lot of ways
where they can hurt us."
Wren said other crucial points in the
meet could be the first event, the
200-yard medley relay, and the 200 individual medley, the second-to-last event.
"If we win that first relay we'll be in
good shape to win the meet," he said
The women's track team competes in
the Bates Invitational beginning at 12
p.m. Saturday_
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Beat the Below Zero
Blues in Bermuda
Win a FREE trip to Bermuda)
i
for you and a friend

n Explosion"

Nemorial Union
y, February 4

Bear Roundup

Tickets available in the Memorial Union,
Cafeterias and from Beta Theta Pi and
Delta Delta Delta members

I All proceeds will be donated to the
United Way A A A
F 5-7-

Black Bear Coach Jim Ballinger said
the meet has tough competition as teams
from the University of New Hampshire
and Bowdoin, Colby, Bates, Dartmouth
and Fitchburg State colleges are entered.
Ballinger said he is going to concentrate his athletes on the relay events and
not run too many members in individual
events.
"I think we are going to go for the
relays. It depends on how everyone is
running," Ballinger said. "I would like
to qualify our relay teams for the
Easterns and New England Championship nicety before next weekend."
The Black Bears will run in some individual events. Leading that contingent
are co-captain Ann England, Helen
Dawe and Bethany Heslam.
England will compete in the
I,000-yard run, Dawe will run in the 600
and Heslam will compete in the pentathlon.
"What we're trying to do is qualify
some individuals in certain events for the
champonship meets." Ballinger said.
The men's track team competes in a
non-scoring meet at 2 p.m. Saturday at
Dartmouth College. The University of
Rhode Island, Bowdoin College and the
University of New Hampshire will also
challenge the Black Bears along with the
Big Green.
Coach Ed St yTna said the non-scoring
meet has a lot of benefits for the 9-0
Black Bear team.

NI

"I'm glad it is non-scoring because we
have a lot of injurie:.," Styrna
said. "We've lost a lot of runners and in
the big meets is where it hurts you."
Since UMO's successful defense of the
state title last Saturday at Bates College,
the Black Bears have lost middle
distance runners Robin Hays (pulled
hamstring) for an indefinite period and
Mike Leighton (broken bone in his foot)
for the rest of the season. Jumper Tim
Vote will also not be competing because
of an ankle injury.
The women's basketball team bring
a two game winning streak into this
weekend as the Bears will play home
games Saturday against the University of
Neer Brunswick, and Sunday versus
Northeastern University. Both games
start at I p.m. in the Memorial Gym.
Maine, which is 13-7 overall, is coming off easy victories over Husson College on Monday, 79-46, and the University of Southern Maine, 102-54.
Coach Peter Gavett said he is expecting a tough game from New Brunswick.
Last year Maine won the first game
played between the two teams 95-84,
and lost the second meeting 83-59.
Sunday's game with Northeastern will
be a key. Seaboard Conference matchup
with the winner gaining sole possession
of first place. Maine is 4-2 in the league
and the Huskies are 3-1.

Talmar Wood Apartments
is interviewing now for May, June vacancies. Persons
looking for housing at the end of the semester should
apply now. Pick up an application at the Housing Foundation Office located in the Talmar Wood Complex. Or
phone 866-4300.
Equal Housing Opportunity

ENROLL IN AMERICA'S
LARGEST MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.
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Men's basketball team to entertain Niagara
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The UMO men's basket hall team embarks upon a vers important nine day
stretch this Saturday as the Black Bears
play Niagara University at Inc Memorial
Gymnasium at 3 p.m
The Purple Eagles who are tied for
fourth in the ECAC North Atlantic with
Northeastern Univemity .it 6-3, (10-.I
overall) have proved to be a tough opponent all season and figure to give the
Black Bears all they cen handle in the
first of the four conference games for
Maine.
The Bears following games are with
second place Boston '..'ntversity (4-1),
then oI to Niagara and cap off the run
with
nue leader CaMsius College
19-01.
Tb 'ears are currently 6-11 overall
and
in the NAC. But, according to
UNP
ad coach Skip Chappelle, things
look
little better, though still not
•—•
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Lcwn Ronrs 730 pm to
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perfect, after last Saturday's 88-78 upset
sictors over George Mason University.
"We had a fairly good level of consistency last Saturday," Chappelle said
Thursday. "We had a good level on our
turnovers and shooting from the floor.
But, our rebounding still isn't good."
The Bears 12 turnovers was their
lowest this season, while the 51 percent
shooting from the floor was one their
best. Maine was outrebounded, however,
by a 47-33 margin.
Now looking to this Saturday, what
does Chappelle have in mind for a Purple Eagle team that's recorded the only
victory this season over the number one
ranked team in the country, St. John's.
And, in addition to that conquest, have
recently defeated league favorite Northeastern, 85-80 in OT, while playing
every team in the conference like a true
contender for the NAC title.
"This Saturday's game is very impor-

tant," Chappelle said. "If we come
The Purple Eagles, who are 2-2 in
out with a win we'll be in very good
NAC road games, rely mostly, but not
shape.
solely on the talents of their big man Joe
"Though, I'm still more concerned
Arlauckas. The 6-foot-8 Arlauckas is
with our team than our opponents. We currently third in the league in both scorstill have to maintain a high level of con- ing and rebounding. He boasts 18.3 ppg
sistency if we are to remain successful. and 8.5 rpg.
If the turnover thing is by the boards,
Complimenting Arlaukus according
then we will be very concerned with our
to Chappelle, are a few other kids
rebounding."
Niagara assistant coach Mike Daley capable of scoring 30 points.
One such player is the team's second
said his favored squad wouldn't look
past Maine Though he thought his team leading scorer and rebouder 6-foot-6
might be tired after a 10-day five-game Gerry Henry with 11.0 ppg and 4.6 rpg.
stretch that culminates with last night's Another hot and cold performer is
away game with BU and Saturday's 6-foot-5 forward Joe Alexander, who
scored 26 points in their recent win
game with Maine.
"We're playing pretty well right against NU.
now," Daley said. "These are very imBLACK BEAR NOTES
portant away games for us. The key of
After 17 games Rich Henry continues
this season will probably be who is most to lead the Bears in
scoring, shooting
successful on the road. It won't be easy percentage and rebounding.
His totals
going to Maine."
include 13.6 ppg, 54.3 pct and 7.8 rpg.
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u'rx. deep under the sea.
In the nuclear Navy, you learn
There are 4600 tons of nuclear.
quickly.Over half of America's
powered submarine around
nuclear reactors are in the
you. Your mission- to preserve
Navy. And that means you get
the peace.
hands-on experience fast.
Yourjob- to coordinate a
You get rewarded fast. too.
practice missile launch. EveryWith a great starting salary of
thing about the sub is state-of$22.1.100 that can build to as
the-art,including you.
much as $44,000 after five years.
The exercise-a success.You're And with training and skills
part of that success and now
you'll use for a lifetime.
you're riding high.
Then. whether you're in the

Mediterranean,the Pacific or
the Atlantic,Iwberever you
move arodtlivvarld, you'll
be movinap in your cart.. r
and in the NaiTy
Find out more about an
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